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Dear Reader
Yes, here we go again! We are glad that we held off updating the newsletter until November, as yet
more courses have slipped into next year due to the current UK lockdown: immediately, Speaking Gold
has moved in January 2021. The Oxford Indie Book Fair with Caitlín, John, and other authors has also
been postponed until probably April 2021, having had three date moves this year. There are also a few
changes to the way we run the courses, which you can check in the panel below this letter.
It is not all been bad news, the Travel Channel series on Nostradamus, to which John contributed, will be
released in the new year, but we have no date yet. Caitlín’s Soul Doctor novel series have been optioned
for developing into a US tv series, which is very exciting, but quite scary at the same time, as the idea is
to transpose the story into American terms.
We continue to be largely at home, seeing our friends online, and very occasionally in person. While we
continue to do some online talking and conferences, teaching is another matter for us, as shamanic work
cannot be anything other than in person: ritual, journey, pair-work really do need us to be together to
learn. However, Caitlín has been seeing clients online in her shamanic practice, which has extended her
range from national to international. She cannot take many new clients at any time, so please be patient
if the date you are offered is further down the calendar than you would wish.
We have managed to see our family just once this year, just before our granddaughter’s 2nd birthday. She
mostly only knows us from Facetime, unfortunately, but we look forward to remedying that in 2021,
when we hope everyone can see their families and friends again, and be able to sit down together to
catch up.
May joy, health, love, and peace preserve you and your household this winter!
Many blessings

Caitlín & John Matthews
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DATE CHANGES, CANCELLATIONS & NEW CONDITIONS
At present Course centres are taking only
limited numbers on each course, during covid
restrictions, so you are advised to book early
or risk disappointment, as this means about
10-16 people maximum, depending on the
centre.
FOR ALL SHAMANIC COURSES PLEASE
CONTACT: Jane May, Briarwood, Long
Wittenham, Oxon OX14 4QW (01865
407680) janedmay@btinternet.com.

DEPOSITS: If we have your deposit for an upcoming course, we will hold it or bring it forward, in the
case of postponement, or until a course can be rescheduled ahead into 2021-2022. Your place is
secure. We are kindly asking you to keep your booking or transfer it to a new date or course if you can.
Some single supplement price rises have been applied for courses in 2021, as all students now only
occupy one room each, unless they are family members: we are sorry we have no power over any price
changes instituted by the centres, as these rise every year any way. We are merely passing on the rises to
our students that we have to pay to hire the centre.
NEW CONDITIONS: Most course centres are accepting far fewer numbers and students are kept in
associative bubbles of 6. It is best to arrive for any residential course with the following, for your ease
and comfort: your own water bottle/glass, towel, mask and hand sanitiser. Expect to wear a mask in
corridors, while queuing for food, and in close pair work.
OVERSEAS STUDENTS: Check with your travel agent and insurer as to the terms and conditions of
your fare booking, as the UK Government has imposed a quarantine on all incoming visitors, from 8th
June 2020, from proceeding to any event without a 14 day self-isolation period. If you have not yet
bought an air or ferry fare ahead, please do not do so until we have better clarity about the national and
world situation. Please contact the booking point in question, if the course you are interested in is not at
Earthspirit. If you have already placed a deposit or full payment for a course to which you might be
prevented from attending by travel bans, we can transfer your payment to another course in the future.
We would appreciate it if you are able to do so. These regulations may change, so do check first!
CANCELLATION INSURANCE: If you are booking for courses in 2021, it would be wise to seek
cancellation insurance, in case another viral outbreak happens, as we are at the mercy of the course
centres who receive us to make decisions to close, which might happen at short notice.
BOOKS ON KINDLE

The following titles are available as ebooks:

Caitlín: Celtic Visions, Complete Lenormand Oracle Handbook, Sophia Goddess of Wisdom, This
Ancient Heart (ed. With Paul Davies). Diary of a Soul Doctor, Lost Book of the Grail (& audio bk)
John: Barddas, The Celtic Shaman, Henry Hunter & the Beast of Snagov, Henry Hunter & the Cursed
Pirates, Shamanism Bible, The Sidhe, Sir Gawain – Knight of the Goddess, The Sword of Ice and Fire.
Caitlín & John: Element Encyclopedia of Magical Creatures, The Fourth Gwenevere, Walkers Between
Worlds, Arthurian Magic, The Lost Book of the Grail.
Mark Ryan with John: Hold Fast.

Dwina Murphy Gibb: Pandora’s Dilemma
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INTRODUCING OUR GUEST SHAMANIC CO-TEACHERS in 2020

FELICITY WOMBWELL is a creative arts therapist with a shamanic practice in Brighton. She is the author
of The Goddess Changes and co-founder of FíOS. Felicity spearheads many community art projects.
Dr. ANGELA COTTER is a Jungian analyst who integrates constellations work, energy psychotherapy
and shamanic approaches into her practice. She has researched the wounded healer concept in health
care practice, evolved a way of working with dreams that have not reached resolution in both an
individual and group context.
MARGOT HARRISON is a poet and an experienced shamanic practitioner with a practice in Ireland.
CAIT BRANIGAN is a Bean Feasa and healer working within the traditions of Ireland. She teaches
worldwide. Listen to her being interviewed here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WusbNPoKLsk
WIL KINGHAN is an Irish artist, writer, shamanic practitioner, and explorer of Celtic traditions.

SHAMANIC COURSES OPEN TO ALL
FOUNDATION COURSE IN CELTIC & ANCESTRAL SHAMANISM:
LEVEL A TRAINING

This course begins the Level A training. If you want to see the shape of the curriculum, go to:
http://www.hallowquest.org.uk/resources/curriculumtraining.pdf
6-7 March and 11-12 Sept 2021 WALKERS BETWEEN THE WORLDS Foundation Course in Celtic &
Ancestral Shamanism led by John Matthews and Margot Harrison. This is the 30th anniversary two-part
non-residential course of our Foundation Course which teaches students to journey, heal, quest and
arbitrate along the ancient paths of wisdom, gathering spirit allies. We ground in the ancient mysteries of
our native shamanic tradition, gathering as a clan of the sacred earth, working with one of the most
experienced teachers in Britain and Margot Harrison, one of our FÍOS tutors.
6-7 March 2021, we begin with Part One, THE
TREE OF TRADITION: Walking Between Worlds,
concentrates on acquiring journey skills, learning the
basics in a supportive and friendly environment.
11-12 September 2021, we continue with Part Two,
SACRED COMPANIONS Deepening Our Spiritual
Connection with Allies, which builds upon the
relationship with our spirits, and helps balance our
shamanizing. We explore the basic healing skills &
deepen our journeying.

Held in North Moreton, Oxon. Take both weekends to qualify for Level B courses. Total fee £500.
(£250 for each weekend). Food is £35 per weekend extra, including a varied lunch, tea, cake and
biscuits. Or, for those bringing their own lunch, £10 for teas and cake. Send a deposit of £150 payable
to ‘John Matthews’ to Jane May, Briarwood, Long Wittenham, Oxon OX14 4QW (01865 407680.)
Held in North Moreton, Oxon. Contact Jane May for bank transfers or course details:
janedmay@btinternet.com COURSE is full. Waiting list only.
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INTERMEDIATE LEVEL SHAMANIC PRACTITIONER TRAINING: LEVEL B

For those who’ve completed the Foundation Course. Please take Thresholds of Power First and then
Midwifing the Soul: as these as the two hands of healing
Courses marked * are £20 cheaper to those who subscribe to FíOS – see details below.
8-11 February 2021. *MIDWIFING THE SOUL with Caitlín & Dr. Angela Cotter
This residential course teaches the essential skills of shamanic soul healing, exploring the nature of the
soul, soul-loss, soul retrieval, and how intrusions are removed for soul to return. We also explore how
healing can be brought by the Reconsecration Ritual. Only for those who completed Thresholds of
Power: we do not accept students trained elsewhere on this course. Camping £380, Caravan £398,
Standard £418, Ensuite £468, Non-Res £329, Special meals supplement per weekend £27. (All
rooms will be allocated as single rooms, no sharing, during Covid 19 regulations.) Held at Little Earth,
Earthspirit, Compton Dundon, Somerset. BOOKING: Deposit of £175 to Jane May, Briarwood, Long
Wittenham, Oxon OX14 4QW (01865 407680) janedmay@btinternet.com.

17-20 October 2021 *THRESHOLDS OF POWER AND HEALING with Caitlín & Margot Harrison.
This course teaches a full range of shamanic healing ways including plant-spirit healing, extraction of
intrusions, embodiment of personal allies and includes the shamanic ceremony of The Mare Mother's
Dream-Dance. This Level B course is an essential next component for shamanic practitioner training. This
course is open to those who took the Walkers Between Worlds Foundation Course with Caitlín or John in
past years. Anyone trained elsewhere who is interested, please write and enquire. Booking, see below

BOOKING: THRESHOLDS is held at EarthSpirit’s Main centre, Dundon, Somerset. Camping &
Caravan £425, Standard room £447, Better Ensuite £467, Non-Res £359, Special meals supplement
per weekend £27. (All rooms will be allocated as single rooms, no sharing, during Covid 19
regulations.) BOOKING: Deposit of £175 to Jane May, Briarwood, Long Wittenham, Oxon OX14
4QW (01865 407680) janedmay@btinternet.com.

ADVANCED LEVEL SHAMANIC PRACTITIONER TRAINING: LEVEL C
for those who’ve completed Intermediate Level B.

Note: The Advanced Level courses run over a three year cycle and are not all available every year. When
there are sufficient students to activate it, we open up Level D courses every five years or so, depending
on numbers. The nature of this training takes into account that people will fall out or need to stop for a
few years between courses. We don’t require that you take the full curriculum without a break, as we
know that life happens! This way you can work your way through the levels in order, in real, rather than
in serial time.
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15-18 July 2021 *THE ART OF THE HEALING VOICE IN CELTIC SHAMANISM Led by Cáit
Branigan and Caitlín Matthews. The healing voice speaks directly to the soul, bypassing all barriers. In this
course, we shall explore the use of the voice in shamanic practice, using toning and keening to access our
inner worlds, and exploring the use of chant to heal and unblock our energetic bodies. Based upon the
three musical strains or modes of ancient Ireland, and upon the traditional gifts of the three cauldrons.
This course is also open to people who can shamanically journey fluently.
CÁIT BRANIGAN (left) is an ordained Priestess
Hierophant, a Bean Feasa (Shamanic Practitioner) and
healer working within the Irish tradition. She teaches
groups and conducts ceremonies, teaching
internationally. She teaches regularly on the Walkers
Between Worlds curriculum. Caitlín Matthews has
taught the traditional art of singing the landscapes of
the soul, a method she uses in her shamanic practice
in Oxford. Her work on the three cauldrons text is
taught in a practical way on this course.

FEES: Single: £495, Shared: £435 Non-Res: £375, Please send your non-returnable deposit of £120

payable to Hawkwood College, Painswick Old Rd., Stroud, Glos GL6 7QW (01453 759034) Enclose
an SAE for map & confirmation
24-27 January 2021 SPEAKING GOLD: Oracle work and Shamanic Divination with Caitlín Matthews
& Dr. Angela Cotter. This advanced course (which hasn’t run since 2014) is intended to give
practitioners access to divinatory methods that they can use in their own practice to aid their own
diagnosis and to support clients. The giving of oracles and divinations is a central task of traditional
shamanic work, to counsel the doubtful, to open the way to action, to divine for tribal survival.

On this course we will make our own unique divining method based upon otherworld locations familiar
to us, discovering a criteria of reading our tokens through journeying. We will also learn to read auguries
from nature from middle-world observation and to use traditional oracle-work methods with the help of
our spirits. Oracles will be uttered through the mediation of our spirits, where specific and wellboundaried embodiment is used. Our ritual will be The Chair of Vision, based upon the practices of the
Awenyddion, the ancient Welsh seers. NOTE: Participants will be required to bring materials to this
course, so prior preparation is required: more details can be sent on request, or when you book. Held at
the main building, Earthspirit, Dundon, Somerset. FEE: Camping £404, Caravan £422, Standard as twin
£443, Ensuite Twin £462, Non-Res £347, Special meals supplement per weekend £27. (All rooms will
be allocated as single rooms, no sharing, during Covid 19 regulations.) Deposit of £175 to Jane May,
Briarwood, Long Wittenham, Oxon OX14 4QW (01865 407680) janedmay@btinternet.com.
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18-21 April CRUTHNEACHT: The Way of the Shapers with Caitlín Matthews & Angela Cotter.
Ancestral European lore is full of embodiment traditions that are our ancestral heritage: customs of
guizing, animal-disguise, embodying ancient territorial spirits, beings who enable the hunt or the fertility
of the fields, seasonal guardians, radiant ancestors and tribal gods. In our own literal-minded times we
need the enchanted reminder of the spirits who walk among us once again so that we may rededicate and
reconsecrate our world. When we learn the Way of Union through the songs and dances that our spirits
teach, our whole community becomes enriched and nourished
Our animal, ancestral and otherworldly spirits are the prime guides and teachers who direct our
shamanic work. We are never closer to them than when they become embodied in us. In this shamanic
course which hasn’t run since 2011, Caitlín Matthews shares her knowledge of Cruthneacht (pronounced
KRU-nyokt), the Way of the Shapers, also known in Gaelic as Tairm-chruthud (tarim-crood) or
transfiguration. By taking the cruths or shapes of our spirits upon us, we will come into deeper union with
them. Angela Cotter teaches the skill of dancing with the spirits within the body while also holding our
own standpoint, as well as the embodiment of dream figures and symbols.

This course will teach the Art of Embodiment, working closely with our own spirits in journey, ritual,
dance, song, dream and silence. In addition we will explore the shapeshifters’ art of Fith Fath, the druidic
way of invisibility, when the shapes are hidden from sight for vital protection. Participants will have the
opportunity to experience Cruthneacht themselves through journey as well as through the ritual of The
Spirit Assembly: Gladdening the Land that helps enrich our community. We will also discover how the
Way of the Shapers can become an intimate part of our work with individuals, enabling powerful change,
dynamic healing and ecstatic unity. It is essential that applicants have at least four years’ journeying
experience and have a strong relationship with their spirits before applying.

It is recommended that students have taken the Intermediate Level courses as well as at least one
advanced course before applying. NOTE: Applicants will receive a homework pack to prepare for this
course: prior preparation by journeying and assembling of materials will be required.
Camping £425, Standard £447, Ensuite £467, Non-Res £359, (All rooms will be allocated as single
rooms, no sharing, during Covid 19 regulations.) Special meals supplement per weekend £27. Deposit of
£175 to Jane May, Briarwood, Long Wittenham, Oxon OX14 4QW (01865 407680)
janedmay@btinternet.com.

MAGICAL AND MYTHIC COURSES & OTHER EVENTS
These courses, events and signings are open to all who are on their spiritual path.
FiOS MASTERCLASSES offer an opportunity to deepen spiritual practice with a living exemplar of a
tradition. Courses marked * give £20 member’s discount.
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4-6 December 2020 GIFTS OF THE CELTS: CELEBRATING THE BRIGHT KNOWLEDGE with John
& Caitlín Matthews & Ian Rees. - Our Annual Open Mystery School Gathering

From the deep myths and stories of the Celtic lands,
to the art, music, poetry, law, and vision, we have
been richly gifted by the Celts. We explore these gifts,
drawing on the wisdom of memory and vision that was
the training of the bards, seers and druids of the
ancient lore. The bright knowledge which lies at the
kernel of the nuts of wisdom that the salmon once
sought is still sparkling in the darkness. We will enter
the portals that lead to the Otherworld and meet the
Shining Ones who keep the treasures still. Our ritual
will be the Four Treasures of the Shining Ones. Join
us for our 35th annual open mystery school as we
draw to the deep heart of winter.
You are cordially invited to join us for our annual open mystery school at Hawkwood College where,
every year for the last 35 years, we have explored the deep myths and mysteries, writing a ritual which is
never again repeated. This year, as the whole of our land is learning how to live in a new way, we will
extend the welcome of our own native tradition - the ancestral myth and vision of the Celtic world, to
find the bright knowledge which lies at the kernel of the nuts of wisdom. We will delve into the lore of
the Keepers of Memory, landing on the shores of the Otherworld to meet the Ancient Animals and the
Old Ones who keep the treasures still, in our ritual The Four Treasures of the Shining Ones. Together
with our special guest, Ian Rees, who brings the deep blessing of the ancestral British tradition, we
welcome you to join us as we draw to the deep restorative heart of winter, to help us mediate the light
that can never be extinguished by any darkness.
BOOKING Single: £360 Shared: £320 Non-Res: £280 (All rooming will be single, except for sharing
family members. Hawkwood have careful preparations for our comfort and safety in place!) Please send
your non-returnable depost of £120 to Hawkwood College, Painswick Old Rd, Stroud, Glos GL6 7QW
(01453 759034) info@hawkwoodcollege.co.uk. ONLY A COUPLE OF PLACES LEFT
IAN REES is a psycho-spiritual psychotherapist practising
in Glastonbury Somerset UK. He has been a therapist for
20 years He is an experienced trainer and taught at the
Karuna Institute Since 2009 he has concentrated on
developing the Annwn Foundation workshops and the
Awen training and presents this material in the UK and
Israel. Ian has co-taught the annual open mystery school
many times, and we are glad to welcome him back.
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12 June 2021 WELCOMING OUR ANCESTRAL WISDOM with Caitlín Matthews

Many of the disconnections causing the greatest frustration in our world arise from a lack of ancestral
wisdom. In this rare day workshop open to all, Caitlín will help us seek the living ancestral powers and
presences who lovingly support us, using Systemic Ritual®. By giving dignity to the ancestors and their
wisdom, we also begin to partake in that dignity. This day workshop is for those who seek to: reopen the
way to our ancestral wisdom so that it can flow into daily life, recognise the tribalisms keeping us
separated or in conflict, revealing paths to peace and honour, come home to ourselves, our community,
and our planet by integrating ancestral strength into our lives.
Systemic Ritual® is form of healing developed by Dutch shaman, Daan van Kampenhout. It
works in community with aspects of family constellations and the prayerful work of shamanic healing.
Using simple and universal maps that guide the archaic and powerful movements of the ritual,
participants are enabled to collectively experience the strength, healing, and resources that can flow to
them in any traumatic situation where there is shared experience.
At the College of Psychic Studies, 16 Queensberry Pl, South Kensington, London SW7 2EB. From 105pm. Price £85/£105 members/non members. 020 7589 3292

https://www.collegeofpsychicstudies.co.uk/events/view/id/1811/welcoming-our-ancestral-wisdom
27-30 August 2021. LANDSCAPES OF THE SOUL: Welcoming the Wisdom of the World Within. A
Shamanic Art Course, open to all, with Caitlín Matthews & Felicity Wombwell

The Gaels called the body 'the soul-shrine', rightly recognizing that within is a landscape of wonders and
a treasury of story, knowledge, wisdom and healing. Most world spiritualities mystically understand that
the whole universe is represented within us: from the world-soul, the gods and goddesses, ancestors and
all living things to the planetary bodies, trees, animals and rocks. On this shamanic art course we will
explore the treasury of our own inner landscapes. By recognizing and acknowledging these, we restore
our soul-shrines and welcome once again the spiritual wholeness which we long for with all our hearts.
We will learn the principles of shamanic journeying in order to perceive the treasury within our soulshrines and to generate the art we’ll create. By drawing upon our own unique memories and experiences,
we will come into direct communion with our inner landscape and its inhabitants. This course is suitable
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for anyone interested in their personal treasury of symbols, in myth, dream, inner and magical work. No
artistic ability or previous shamanic experience are required, although artists and shamanic practitioners
are warmly welcome. Single: £495, Shared: £435, Non-Res with meals £375. Please send your nonreturnable deposit of £120 to Hawkwood College, Painswick Old Rd, Stroud, Glos GL6 7QW (01453
759034) info@hawkwoodcollege.co.uk. Felicity Wombwell is a psychotherapist and shamanic
consultant, exploring how art and symbols help aid transformation in the healing process. She is the
author of The Goddess Changes. With Caitlín she is co-founder of FíOS, the Foundation for Inspirational
and Oracular Studies
1-3 October 2021 The NORTH WEST TAROT SYMPOSIUM. Caitlín will be appearing as keynote
speaker at this event, and will give a separate workshop that can be attended by those not joining the
symposium. At this point in time, we have no idea whether overseas travel is even possible!
3-5 December 2021 HEALING THE FAERY ACCORD The Wisdom of the Sidhe and the Three
Belongings with John & Caitlín Matthews, with special guest Wil Kinghan.

The ancient wisdom traditions of folk story speak of a time when the human and faery races were
neighbours at peace with each other. An unwise and selfish act then shattered that ancient accord
between us and, for ever afterwards, relations have not been harmonious. This fracture is revealed and
magnified in our time within humanity’s uneasy relationship with nature and the whole living world. On
this course, we aim to arrive at the heart of this accord and find the bridge that might restore it once
again. Drawing upon the body of work that John Matthews and Wil Kinghan have mediated to the world
through their Sídhe books and images, we will work with the Sídhe, and take up the challenge of the
13th century Grail story of the Elucidation, which Caitlín & John Matthews with Gareth Knight
uncovered in the Lost Book of the Grail. Exploring the essential accord that once existed between
Faeries and Humans, we will discover how we can help restore that accord once again. We will also take
up the mystery of the Three Belongings, mediated by Faery at Hawkwood, and its consequences upon
the Soul of the World. This is the first time the wisdom of these Sídhe teachings have been openly
taught in UK. What changes do we have to make, how can the promise of a restored accord work?
Together we will find out through meditation, ritual and the ancient story lines of our land. Our ritual
this year will be Guardians of Hope, created by the whole company.
You are cordially welcome to join us for our 36th annual open mystery school gathering which is open to
all. Single: £360, Shared: £320, Non-res with meals: £280. Please send your non-returnable deposit
of £120 to Hawkwood College, Painswick Old Rd, Stroud, Glos GL6 7QW (01453 759034)
info@hawkwoodcollege.co.uk.
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NEWS OF FORTHCOMING BOOKS & REPRINTS

John has finished working on the latest in the continuing set of Sidhe Oracles, the Sidhe Oracle of the
Sun, and the SIdhe Oracle of the Waters, which with the last oracle will be published later this year.
After seven years of work, The Nanteos Grail: the Evolution of a Holy Relic, co-written by John
Matthews, Ian Pegler and Fred Stedman-Jones, which outlines the true history of the Nanteos Cup believed by some to be one of the appearances of the Grail - is forthcoming from Amberley in June
2021 – one of the casualties of the virus. Written with Ian Pegler and based in part on the researches of
our late friend Fred Stedman-Jones, this work explores the making of a sacred relic. It traces, for the first
time, the history of the cup back to the Middle Ages, showing how it became associated with the legends
of the Grail.
Meanwhile John has finished preparing a set of 5 new book ideas which will be circulating the publishing
world very soon. We still await news of three further books: the new annotated edition of Le Morte
D’Arthur, John’s graphic novel adaptation of the first part of Malory’s text, and the long
awaited Arthurian Armorial by Helmut Nickel edited and prepared by John (all coming from Chaosium
Inc in due time.) John has also signed to write an extensive book on Arthurian themes, which will be
illustrated by John Howe (of Lord of the Rings fame). More information about this in our next
newsletter.
Caitlín’s Celtic Book of the Dead has finally been picked up and will be published in Winter 2022 – a
very long time to wait, but it is welcome news after so a long search for a new publisher. It was all set
and ready to go back in 2018, when the publisher dropped it from their list, and it has now been out of
print a very long time. The art work is all spruced up and a new text written, ready for you to make your
own voyage onwards. Celtic Devotional is still searching for a home.

Art of Celtic Seership

Beowulf & Hygd Ó Joe Machine

THE BEOWULF ORACLE by John Matthews and Virginia Chandler with art by Joe Machine and
Kennings by Caitlin Matthews (Schiffer Publishing. Due, Spring 2021) The epic poem Beowulf has been
hailed as perhaps one of the most important poems of the Middle Ages. It is a great study of AngloSaxon culture and what was most important to its culture: Loyalty, Generosity, Glory in Death, Kinship,
and Fate. From an esoteric viewpoint, Beowulf is a unique adventure through the Anglo-Saxon Heroic
Journey. Through the deeds and challenges of the hero, Beowulf, the poem guides the reader through
the cycle of Life, Death, and the desire to achieve Immortality, watched over by the formidable Norns,
keepers of fate and wisdom. The Beowulf Oracle offers a guide through a world where belief in the
powers and forces that shape our lives is ever present. The kings and queens, heroes and heroines,
monsters and betrayers of the poem will act as guides and symbols for the seeker. The imagery and the
quotations from the poem and other original sources will highlight an overwhelming belief in Fate. The
stunning art by Joe Machine makes this an unforgettable Oracle which we think will be much loved by
all.
THE ART OF CELTIC SEERSHIP by Caitlín Matthews This retitled reprint of the Celtic Visions book
explores the seership traditions of the Celtic peoples, from the professional divinatory techniques of the
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ancient fili or vision-poets, to the everyday omens sought by gifted seers from the world of nature. The
art of seeing the invisible through faery lore, prophetic vision and the omens of the natural world derives
from a unified understanding of the inspirational cosmos and the locations and spirits of the otherworld.
Throughout there are suggestions for deepening personal vision. Due March 2021

NEW AND REPRINTED BOOKS
VISIONS OF THE SIDHE John has been working hard this year with artist Wil Kinghan to complete two
more Sidhe Oracles. These enigmatic card decks are the result of John’s contact with the Faery people,
who have so far shared their wisdom over two oracles and a book about John’s first encounter with these
beings in Ireland more than 20 years ago (see our book lists for further details) The two new decks, The
Sidhe Oracle of the Sun and The Sidhe Oracle of the Waters, makes a complete set, with the previous
decks, The Sidhe Oracle of the Moon and The Sidhe Oracle of the Fleeting Hare, constituting the four
elements. They will continue - for the time being - to be available separately, but eventually sold either in
two sets or as a complete set.

The Eclipse Begins, The Mingling Streams & The Churning Waters Ó Wil Kinghan
THE BOOK OF MERLIN: MAGIC, LEGEND, HISTORY by John Matthews.
Merlin, the advisor of the young King Arthur, was also a famous seer, whose books of prophecies have
been reprinted countless times since the Middle Ages and are still in print today. He has reappeared in
numerous guises in modern times, in film, TV and books, as well as being studied as an exponent of
shamanism, seership and ancient wisdom. John Matthews examines the many guises of Merlin ‒ as seer,
prophet, magician and, perhaps surprisingly, as lover, and as an inspirer of people from all walks of life.
He traces the historical origin of Merlin as a Celtic warrior, the later literary forms of his growing legend
in the myths of Arthur, and his more recent manifestations in fantasy writing. Also explored is the
important connection between Merlin and the Druids. Spanning the ages and delving into some of the
most colourful corners of human history, The Book of Merlin presents a new look at an age-old
character. The author has provided a new translation of the poems of Myrddin Wyllt, Merlin's
prophecies in the wilderness: 'Snow to my knees, ice in my beard.'
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RETURN OF THE SOUL DOCTOR by Caitlín Matthews. The second of the Soul Doctor books sees the
return of Ash and another set of case histories recorded by his assistant Jack Rivers, involving mysterious
psychic disturbances and unsolvable soul sicknesses. Set against the background of their residential nursing
home on the South Downs, many stories play out: the unwary visitor to sacred sites who falls into a
dangerous trance, the overshadowing of a young artist who paints like a Renaissance master, the deadly
haunting of an army camp, the Jacobean play with a reputation worse than that of Macbeth, the man still
being stalked by a prisoner put away for life, and the young woman trying to return from a life of abuse.
Ash and Jack delve deeper into the human psyche, reaching into the timeless zones to bring healing to
shattered lives. This time they face dangers that require them to seek sanctuary themselves. Available.
The DA VINCI ENIGMA TAROT by Caitlín Matthews is reprinting in October. Leonardo da Vinci is
universally acknowledged as a prophetic visionary, who envisioned and created blueprints for many ideas
and artifacts now taken for granted in the modern world. The Da Vinci Enigma Tarot is faithful to his
vision, drawing on his notebooks, drawings, and ideas. Lavishly illustrated with his artwork, the deck
creates a portable notebook containing the macrocosm (Major cards), the greater archetypal world, and
the microcosm (Minor cards), the lesser manifest world of everyday. Using da Vinci’s own insights, the
accompanying book enables the reader to use the deck to discover fresh ways of looking at personal
experience, using a design that he created. Book & cards in a box. Due December

THE GRAIL TAROT: A TEMPLAR VISION by John Matthews & Giovanni Caselli is reprinted. The
Grail legend is one of the most famous mysteries the world has ever known. This 78-card Tarot deck
with spectacular Renaissance-style art relates to the quest for this sacred Christian relic and connects it to
our desire to understand the puzzles within our own lives. Characters drawn from Grail history, as well as
the Knights Templar, guide the seeker on the path. The suits are represented by the four Grail Hallows:
Stone, Sword, Lance, and Vessel. Discover the symbolism and stories of the Grail as a universal and
potent representation of the search for truth, part of your own spiritual quest. The cards when laid edge
to edge create a tableau in each suit and in the Major Arcana: a procession of the Grail indeed!

THE BYZANTINE TAROT by John Matthews and Cilla Conway. Drawing upon the rich heritage of art,
lore and the complex courtly world of the Byzantine Empire, this sparkling new tarot reflects the
extraordinary, unique artistic style, often depicted in gleaming gold and intricate mosaic, which flourished
under the rule of the Byzantine Emperors from the 4th to the 15th centuries. The presence of so many
archetypal figures and roles within the imperial court suggests a link between the oldest forms of the tarot
and the wisdom that flourished at the time within the confines of this part of the Classical world. A new
edition is due in October but we will continue to sell off the old edition as it is cheaper. The prices on
the reprints of this one, Da Vinci Enigma and Grail Tarot are considerably higher. Due December
THE TAROT OF LIGHT & SHADOW by John Matthews and Andrea Aste. This beautifully illustrated
double Tarot deck allows readers to explore both sides of a question at once, looking at the Shadow
(instinctive, inner world, the unknown) and the Light (rational, outer world, the known). For the first
time ever, readers are being offered two Tarot decks specifically designed to be used together. The Tarot
of Light and Shadow presents a new multi-layered way of working with the Tarot: using two decks to
explore the Shadow and Light sides of any questions at once. In fact, they can be seen not as two
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separate decks but as one deck appearing in two dimensions. The principle of the two-deck system can be
explained as follows: there are two sides to every question and two sides to every answer. Answers come
both from within and without. Inner influences as well as outer affect our choices and may dictate our
concerns. When we face a problem or issue for which we turn to the Tarot for advice, there are many
different ways to approach the query. The Shadow deck gives you insight into your inner world, your
subconscious, your instinct and what is not yet in the light of your consciousness, while the Light deck
reflects the the outer world, the rational and what is already known about an issue. This ground-breaking
two-deck system allows the reader to explore both sides of such questions at once, and to find the best
way forward in the blending of both answers. Not good and evil, but the insights of dawn and twilight!

Caitlín contributed to this collection:
Sensing The Earth - Messages From The Wisdom Keepers
By Peter Knight and Sue Wallace. Published Nov. 20th 2020.
Limited first edition. 288pp. £17.50. Hundreds of colour
images. 53 articles. Signed copies direct from Stone Seeker.
http://www.stoneseeker.net/BooksCDsAndDVDs#Books

This inspiring, timely and eclectic anthology brings together over 50 ‘Wisdom Keepers’, who share their
expertise, passion and timely messages about our planet and sacred sites, and how we can live more
profound and sustainable lives. Many of the essays were written during the 2020 Covid-19 lockdown,
and suggest ways we can move forward to a new and more hopeful future. Subjects include earth
mysteries, connecting with nature, mythical landscapes, the Goddess, shamanism, earth energies and
dowsing, ancient and indigenous wisdom, sacred sites, pilgrimage, crop circles, sacred sound, geopolitics,
rewilding, environmentalism and more. This is a collaborative endeavour between some of Britain’s top
authors and leading lights in their field, including Caitlin Matthews, Paul Devereux, Kathy Jones, Leo
Rutherford, Philip Carr-Gomm, Palden Jenkins, George Monbiot, Lucy Pringle, David Furlong, Gary
Biltcliffe, Nicholas Mann, Hugh Newman, Peter Knight and many more. As well as inspiring essays, the
book includes poetry, quotes and hundreds of full colour images, all offering ways to help you ... Sense
the Earth.
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SEASONAL SHRINE: NEWS FROM NEAR AND FAR. by Caitlín Matthews

Needing to know what is happening and keeping up to date with bulletins about necessary changes to life
in Britain is one thing, but the slew of news from near and far now feels as if we were being pelted with
bricks. The result of this onslaught is that more and more people are unable to watch the news at all
now.
The phenomenon of 24 hour news has proved to be a scourge to those who fall into its endlessly cycling
maw. In the olden days, when there were just a few terrestrial channels, there was news at 9pm or
10pm, or just the radio18. I have reinstituted a radio-clock on my desk because, though I can’t listen to
music and work at the same time (I concentrate so hard, I will not hear the music), if I want to catch a
short news, I can, on the appropriate hour, at a time when I am prepared to hear it.
Back in 2001, a US friend of mine was in a plane returning home from Europe but her plane was turned
back, and she had to come and stay with us for a week in our tiny house, where we have only one
narrow sitting room. She sat on the settee and watched the 9/11 madness unfold on the CNN channel
the whole time for three days until we all nearly went mad. Unlike UK news, where bulletins were given
on the hour, followed by witnesses and experts, CNN transmitted panicked testimonies all the time, with
no moderated headlines in those early days of upheaval. In the end, John took the remote buttons away,
saying that we would all watch News at Ten each night only. This helped a great deal.
I remember that I took her out to White Horse Hill and we walked along the Ridgeway to Wayland’s
Smithy, an impressive Neolithic long barrow. My friend had returned to her normal, grounded self again,
and we were able to do a protective ritual for all her family, friends, and country people in the enclosure
of this site, surrounded by the recently harvested fields of the chalk downs. She eventually made her way
home again the week following, when flights resumed, but none of us will forget the terror, mayhem and
general melt-down. In the present shut down we cannot make such a pilgrimage, but we can decline to
be screwed and squeezed upon the ever-turning cycle of news broadcasts. We can also make our own
ritual of protection in which we place our dear ones from whom we are parted.
A RITUAL OF PROTECTION by Caitlín Matthews
The image of the Island of the Otters, from the Celtic
Book of the Dead, shows the helpful otters who bring
nourishment and resources to one who is alone on an
island.
The Keywords of this card are: Forgiveness. All
situations turn out well. Compassion. A free heart.
The ability to share willingly. Peace. Adaptation.
Freedom. Simplicity. Penitence. Reformation.
Nourishment of soul, mind and body. Sharing. Care.
Skilful resolution. Acceptance.
Image by Danuta Meyer.
You need just a some small tokens: stones, buttons, nuts, or coins; a ribbon/length of string; a candle; a
tray or clear surface that can be left undisturbed.
1. Clear your surface or set a clean tray. You can cover it with a cloth or napkin.
2. Light a candle or tea-light and place it in the centre of the area. As you light it, be aware of the
healthful sun, of which it is reflection. Dedicate the light to the protection of all, in your own
words.
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3. Select one token for each member of your household and family, laying them nearest round the
candle. Lay each token with intention, slowly and lovingly. Say:
By the stars beyond sun, by soul's bright spark,
May grace be granted you be not dark!
When danger stalks and light be small,
The sun's bright blessing encircle you all!
4. Do the same, laying tokens around the first circle, for individual or groups of friends, colleagues,
and associates. Repeat the verse or make one of your own.
5. Lay a third circle of tokens around these for all who are supporting you and yours with essential
help, healthcare, research, services and the infrastructure of your land. Repeat the verse.
6. Place the ribbon/string as a fourth circle around these to represent all life on earth. Repeat the
verse or make a suitable prayer
7. Finally add the following verse, to include all who cannot cope well at this time:
All who have blessing shall blesséd be,
But many lack blessing or lamp to see:
On all who lack brightness, or kindred, or kind,
Send gifts of companions and gladness of mind.
Leave the tokens in place, moving the tray to a secure place. Every day you can light the candle
again for a short period and repeat the prayer of protection and light. Envisage the protective circle
rippling out to all who need it.
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NEWSLETTER & FOUNDATION FOR INSPIRATIONAL & ORACULAR STUDIES SUB.
F2. FíOS Membership - 2 newsletters, updates & discounted courses. £40 UK & Europe, £50 World
ARTHURIAN, GRAIL, MERLIN & TALIESIN (See Oracles too!)
A1. Arthur of Albion p/b Sumptuous retelling of Arthur’s myth £12.50/£16/£18.50/£19.50/£22
A9. Arthurian Magic, compendious Arthurian meditations & rituals, Available ONLY in UK £31
A2. The Arthurian Tradition: essential guide to Arthur & Grail £17.50/£20/£24/£25/£30
A13. Book of Merlin: Shaman, Prophet, Magician £23.50/£28.50/ 32.50/£33.50/£39.50 NEW
A18. Complete King Arthur: Many Faces, One Hero. £22.50/£32/£37/£38/£43
A4. The Fourth Gwenevere. Novel by John James & us. £13/£16.50/£19.50/ £20.50/£25.50 LAST COPIES
A7. Grail Seeker’s Companion A practical meditation guide £20/£23.50/£27/£28/£33
A8. The Grail Tradition: essential guide to the Grail £17.50/£20/£24 /£25/£30
A9. King Arthur & Goddess of the Land. Arthurian Mabinogion myth explored £26/£29.50/£33.50/£34/£40
A10. King Arthur’s Raid on Underworld Arthur’s First Quest ill. £28/£31.50/£34.50/£35.50/£41 FEW LEFT
A21. Lost Book of the Grail, Well Maidens, Wasteland, & the Faery Accord £24/£29/£33/£34/£39 NEW
A11. Mabon & Guardians of Celtic Britain. Mabinogion myths explored £16/£21.50/£27.50/£28.50/£33.50
A12 Merlin in Calydon. Limited edition poem by John £15/ £17.50/£19.50/£20.50/£25.50
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A14. Morte D’Arthur: The Coming of the King, comic book 1 of Malory £16/£19.50/£24.50/£25.50/£30
A15. Sir Gawain, Knight of the Goddess. study of Gawain as Goddessly champion £17.50/£21/£29/£30/£35
A17. Taliesin: the Last Celtic Shaman: bardic belief and Taliesin's poetry £20.50/£29/£32/£33/£38
A20. Temples of the Grail, Titurel, Grail Temples, initiations £24/£28/ £31/£32/£37 NEW
CELTIC (See Oracles too!)
C7. Ancestral Oracle of the Celts: 40 ancestral cards of the Celtic tribe, £21/ £24.50/ £29/£35.50/£30 NEW
C1. Celtic Love Love stories from the ancient myths & texts; fiction. £18/£21.50/£25/£26/£31
C2. Celtic Shaman practical Celtic shamanism for the beginner £14.50/£23/£27/£28/£33
C3. Celtic Shaman’s Pack Chesca Potter’s art, revised book £28.50/£34/ £39/£40/£45 NEW REPRINT
C6 Celtic Spirit: 366 Meditations for the Turning Year, £17.50, £23, £28/ 29/£34
C4. Celtic Totem Animals Journeying with your totem animal £18/ £23/ £28/ £29/£34
CHILDRENS’ FOLK STORIES & STORYWORLD STORYTELLING CARDS
F1. The Barefoot Book of Knights. Ill. p/b with CD. Stories of daring knights £19/£24/£30/£31/£36
F2. The Barefoot Book of Princesses. h/b ill.Bold princesses with CD £19/£24/£30/£31/£6
F3. Christmas Tales Storyworld. 28 cards & book for Xmas Magic £13.50/£20/£25/£26/£31
F4. Fireside Stories. stories of Winter, ill. £19/£24/ £30/ £31/£36
F5. Henry Hunter & the Beast of Snagov: fiction, ill. £16/£21/£24/£25/£30
F6. Henry Hunter & the Cursed Pirates: fiction, ill. £16/£21/£24/£25/£30
F7 Jack & the Wizard: stories of witches and wizards Ill. £13.50/£18.50/£21/ £22/£27
F11. StoryWorld. Foundation set of 40 storytelling cards, book in gift-box. £16/£23/£29/£30 £35
F12. Tales of the Haunted House Storyworld, 28 cards & book for Halloween £13.50/£20/£25/£26/£31
FICTION & BIOGRAPHY
B1 Diary of a Soul Doctor, Caitlín’s case histories of Ash, soul-doctor, £19.50/£26/£29/ £30/£36
B2 Hold Fast by Mark Ryan and John Matthews. Mark Ryan’s biography £18/£21.50/£25.50/ £27/£32
B3 Minotaur by Michael & Elizabeth Ayrton, Asterion’s upbringing with drawings £28/ £31/ £34/ £35/£40
B6 Return of the Soul Doctor, Caitlín’s sequel to Diary of Soul Doctor £22.50/£26/£30 /£32 /£38
B4 Tittivulus by Michael Ayrton, the Demon of Negligence gives his opinion, £13/£16.50/£19.50, £21/£26
B5 Sword of Ice & Fire, first of a quartet on the young Arthur, £12.50, £17, £21/£22/£27
ORACLES, TAROTS AND CARTOMANCY BOOKS
T1. Byzantine Tarot Cilla Conway art 78 cards & Book £28 /£31.50 /£35/£36/£41.
T2. The Camelot Oracle 40 cards, book & spread sheet. £22.50/£28/£31.50/£33/£38 LAST COPIES
T15. The Cathar Tarot: medieval heresy & redemption. Book & 78 card £22/£25.50/£34.50/£36/£41
T4. Complete Arthurian Tarot 78 cards & course book £25.50/£30/£34/£36/£41
T5. Complete Lenormand Oracle Handbook, 418pp, 100 ill. £19.50/£24/£28.50/ £30/£35
§T24. Da Vinci Enigma Tarot, 78 cards & book, Da Vinci notebks. £31/£36/£42/ £43/£49 Available DEC
T6. Daveluy Lenormand 36 cards + extra man & woman & leaf. £25/£30.50/£34/ £36/£41
T7. Enchanted Lenormand Oracle 39 cards, book & sheet £22/ £25.50/ £34.50/£36/£41
T22. The Grail Tarot: A Templar Vision 78 cards & book. £47/£51/£56/£57/£63
T8. The Lost Tarot of Nostradamus. 78 cards & bk. 16th century images. £25/£29/£34/£36/£41 LAST COPIES
T17. Moon Oracle of the Sidhe, 30 cards and book in drawstring bag. £23.50/£29/£32/£33/£38
T9. The Oracle Emrys & the Matthews. 50 oracle cards & book. Teen divination kit. £13/£16.50/£19/£20/£25
T11. Shaman’s Oracle: 52 cave art cards, bk & sheet £20.50/£23/£27/ £28/£33
T12. Sherlock Holmes Tarot, 78 cards & book £27.50/£30/£34/£36/£41 LAST COPIES
T19. Sidhe Oracle of the Fleeting Hare: 20 Cards & booklet, hares & the sidhe £23.50/£29/£32/£33/£39
T21. Spirit of Nature Oracle: 25 cards & book in a box £28.50/£33/£36/£38/£43 NEW REPRINT
T13. The Steampunk Tarot, 78 cards & Book of the Imperium £27.50/£30/£34/£36/£41 LAST COPIES
T23. Tarot of Light & Shadow, 156 cards & book, £33/£37/£42/£43/£49 NEW
T20. Untold Tarot: book on reading ancient tarots, ill. £27.50/ £36/ £38.50/£40/£45
T18. Wild Magic, workbook to accompany Wildwood Tarot. £16.50/£21/£24 /£25/£30
T15. The Wildwood Tarot, 78 cards & book of magical wood, £28.50/£30/£34/£36/£41
T14 Zauberkarten: Magical Cards of Mlle Lenormand 46 cards & book £32/ £35/£39/£40/£45
SEASONAL, SHAMANIC, FAERY, MYTH & NATURAL WISDOM (see Oracles too!)
S1. At the Gates of Dawn Ella Young’s faery writings £14/£17.50/£21.50/ £23/£28
S12. Mystery of Spring Heeled Jack. The Victorian mystery assailant £24/ £28.50 £32.50/£34/£39
S4. Psychic Protection Handbook. Guard your soul, live ethically. £13/£16.50/£22.50/£24/£29
S11. Robin Hood: The History of Outlaw and Greenwood, £15/ £19/ £23/£24/£29 now in paper
S6. Secret Lore of London essays on mythic London. £18/£21.50/£24.50/£26/£31
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S8. The Sidhe: Wisdom From the Celtic Otherworld. Conversations with Faery. £17/£20/£23/£24/£29
S9. Singing the Soul Back Home essential shamanic handbook for journeyers. £17/£21.50/£24.50/£26/£31
S15 Visions of the Sidhe book and cards: £33/£37.50/£40.50/£41.50/£48
S13.Walking With the Sidhe book only by John £18/£21.50/£24.50/£25.50/£32
S14. Walking with the Sidhe bk & 2 sets of cards by John £33/£37.50/£40.50/£41.50/£48
WESTERN MYSTERIES, MAGIC AND RITUAL
W1. Constant Search for Wisdom: collection of John’s unpublished writings. £22.50/£29/£33/£34/£39
W2. Sophia: Goddess of Wisdom, Bride of God. The ultimate Wisdom Goddess book. £25.50/£32/£38/£39/£44
W3. Walkers Between Worlds: History of the Western Esoteric Tradition £27/£32.50/£36.50/£38/£43
RECORDING & TUITIONAL DVDS:
R2. Drumming Between the Worlds: 20min-30min drum for shamanic journeys. £12/£15.50/£18.50/£19/£24
R3. Song of Taliesin: Steve Gladwin’s performs John’s Song of Taliesin,with music. £15/£17.50/£20.50/£22/£27
R4. Walking the Western Way: meds from Walkers Betw. Worlds. Caitlín harp £12/£15.50/£18.50/£20/£25
R5. Petit Lenormand Oracle: Past and Future Cartomancy. 2 DVDs of tuition £18/£23/££27/£28/£33
R6. Speaking the Oracle: How Lenormand Works Aloud. Divination DVD £16/£20/£23/£24/£29
METHODS OF PAYMENT: 1. Send a sterling (British pound) cheque, or UK postal order, payable to CAITLIN
MATTHEWS (Please NOT to Hallowquest!). No foreign cheques please. OR
2. Send a PAYPAL payment to tigerna9@aol.com with address and order details, ensuring you select the correct
region of postage. We can personally inscribe books, but unless you tell us who to, we will just sign our names.
NAME:………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
EMAIL………………………………………………TEL……………………………………………………..
ADDRESS:……………………………………………………………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………………POSTCODE ……………………… ORDER: BL 93
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